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Abstract
Studying disease- and treatment-associated changes in bacterial abundance can clarify microbiome-
related pathogenic and therapeutic mechanisms. However, the existing tests are not ideal for microbiome
data, as they often have high positive rates or lack of power. Most of them also perform poorly when
heterogeneous effects are present, and some are ill-suited for more than two groups or covariate
adjustment. As an alternative, researchers recently developed a non-parametric zero-in�ated quantile
approach (ZINQ), which uses a two-part model. In part 1, logistic regression determines whether the
variable of interest is associated with taxon presence/absence. In part 2, on selected quantile levels,
quantile regression on the non-zero observations tests whether the variable is associated with altered
taxon abundance. Finally, the marginal p-values are combined, with a signi�cant aggregate p-value
indicating differential abundance. Simulations with real rare�ed (a) and CSS-normalized (b) data
revealed that ZINQ properly controls type I error and exhibits high power for identi�cation of differentially
abundant microbial taxa. The two differential abundance patterns exclusively detected by ZINQ
illustrated its ability to identify heterogeneous effects, and the numerical assessment further con�rmed
ZINQ's power for heterogeneous associations between microbes and clinical variables. Although it may
not be ideal for extremely low-frequency taxa or when library size is heavily confounded with the variable
of interest, the �ndings show that ZINQ is a powerful and robust method for microbiome differential
abundance analysis.


